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ABSTRACT
Markov logic network (MLN) is a powerful statistical modeling

framework for probabilistic logic reasoning. Despite the elegancy

and effectiveness of MLN, the inference of MLN is known to suffer

from an efficiency issue. Even the state-of-the-art MLN engines

can not scale to medium-size real-world knowledge bases in the

open-world setting, i.e., all unobserved facts in the knowledge base

need predictions. In this work, by focusing on a certain class of

first-order logic rules that are sufficiently expressive, we develop

a highly efficient MLN inference engine calledMLN4KB that can

leverage the sparsity of knowledge bases. MLN4KB enjoys quite

strong theoretical properties; its space and time complexities can

be exponentially smaller than existing MLN engines. Experiments

on both synthetic and real-world knowledge bases demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed method. MLN4KB is orders of

magnitudes faster (more than 10
3
times faster on some datasets)

than existing MLN engines in the open-world setting. Without

any approximation tricks, MLN4KB can scale to real-world knowl-

edge bases including WN-18 and YAGO3-10 and achieve decent

prediction accuracy without bells and whistles.

We implement MLN4KB as a Julia package called MLN4KB.jl.
The package supports both maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference

and learning the weights of rules. MLN4KB.jl is public available at
https://github.com/baidu-research/MLN4KB.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Relational data and knowledge bases link real-world entities such

as people, events, and words with diverse relations. Nowadays,

almost all institutes, companies, websites, and mobile apps generate

and manipulate relational data everyday. Discovering values from

massive relational data stays at the core of data science and has

been an active research topic in both industry and academia.

Due to the prevalence of relational data, logic and probabilistic

reasoning over relational data and knowledge bases has been an

important subfield of artificial intelligence (AI). Many modern AI

applications such as question answering, information extraction,

semantic parsing, and social network analysis all rely on reasoning

over relational data in large knowledge bases. Some communities

even believe that building a proper relation (concepts) framework

and logical reasoning system is the key to imitating human recog-

nition. Among many logic reasoning approaches, the Markov logic

network (MLN) is a simple and flexible reasoning framework that

unifies the classic first-order logic and probabilistic graphical model;

see Figure 1 for an illustration of an MLN. In short, MLN defines

a probability distribution over a set of relational data via some

first-order logic rules; MLN assigns higher probability to worlds

that satisfy more grounded rules, and vice versa (c.f. Section 3).

MLN has received substantial interest over the last two decades

since its first appearance. On the theory side, MLN enjoys simple

formulation (eq. (3)) and has the ability to express all probability

distribution over discrete or finite-precision random variables [8,

Theorem 2.5]. On the empirical side, MLN has reported state-of-the-

art performance for a wide range of applications such as collective

classification [34], link prediction [31], semantic parsing [35], etc.
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Figure 1: An illustration of MLN, the knowledge graph is a
subset extracted from the YAGO3-10 dataset
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Despite the elegancy and empirical success of MLN, MLN has

an efficiency issue; both the inference and learning of MLN are

intractable in general. Huge efforts have been devoted to increasing

the scalability of MLN either from the engineering or algorith-

mic perspectives. For examples, Tuffy [32] and DeepDive [40, 42]
leverage techniques from relational database management systems

(RDBMS) and develop efficient local searching and sampling meth-

ods using a RDBMS; PSL [1] adopts continuous relaxation and

borrows techniques from continuous optimization to speedup the

inference and learning of MLN. Despite the notable progress made

by pioneering researchers, current MLN software still cannot scale

to knowledge bases with hundreds of thousands of entities.

The state-of-the-art MLN software almost exclusively divide

the inference (or learning) into two phases: the grounding and

searching phases. The grounding phase grounds given first-order

logic rules into clauses and forms a large weighted SAT problem;

the searching phase then solves the constructed SAT problem via

some optimization subroutines. For medium and large datasets, the

grounding phase is usually more computationally intensive than

the searching phase and is the bottleneck of existing MLN software.

In this work, we argue that the flexibility of the current MLN solvers
limits their scalability. By narrowing down the scope of first-order

logic rules and considering logic rules with certain structures (c.f.

Assumption 3.1), we develop an efficient MLN inference engine

termedMLN4KB that can exploit the sparsity of large knowledge

bases and mitigate the computational overhead from the grounding

phase. We show that MLN4KB is more time and space efficient

than the existing MLN inference algorithms both theoretically and

empirically. Formally, we summarize our contributions as follows.

• By exploiting the structure of a certain class of logic rules, we

develop an efficient MLN inference engine called MLN4KB.
MLN4KB is designed for large-scale knowledge bases under

the open-world setting (Assumption 3.3), it stores only violated

clauses in memory and can circumvent the efficiency issue of

the grounding phase. The theoretical properties of MLN4KB
are given in Section 5.

• To foster future research of MLN, we open-source our imple-

mentation of MLN4KB as a Julia packageMLN4KB.jl.MLN4KB.jl
supports both the inference and learning of MLN.

• Extensive experiments on both synthetic and real-world knowl-

edge bases demonstrate the efficiency of MLN4KB.jl.

2 RELATEDWORK
Logic and AI. Whether logic is the fundamental of AI has been

a controversial topic from time to time, but most AI researchers

would agree that first-order logic and knowledge representation

play an important role in at least some central subfields of AI [48].

A huge line of works has been carried on in the second half of the

20th century to study computational logic [14, 23–26, 28]. Various

inductive logic programming methods such as Prolog has been

developed to perform logic reasoning efficiently [52, 53].

Markov logic network. The success of AI in the past two decades is
indispensable to the emergence of statistical learning. Markov logic

network [8] is an elegant logic reasoning framework that combines

the classic first-order logic and the more advanced probabilistic

graphical model. MLN has been extensively studied in the past two

decades both theoretically and empirically [3, 8, 9, 27, 55]; we refer

interested readers to the review article from Lowd and Domingos

[10] for more details. Despite the success of MLN on many real-

world applications, both the inference and learning of MLN are NP-

hard in general, and therefore MLN cannot scale to large datasets,

especially in the open-world setting. Many techniques have been

developed in the past two decades to speedup the inference of

MLN, including lazy grounding, lifted belief propagation, smart

sampling techniques, etc [33, 36, 39, 41, 43, 44, 47]. Based on these

techniques, a number of highly-engineered MLN solvers such as

Alchemy [22], Tuffy [32],DeepDive [40] and PSL [1] were developed
for practitioners to deploy MLN more efficiently. This work also

aims at developing a high-performance MLN solver by exploiting

the structure of a certain class of first-order logic rules and the

sparsity of large knowledge base. At first glance, our method may

seems related to the lazy grounding technique [43]. We note that

the technique developed in this work is fundamentally different

from lazy grounding; see the detailed discussion in Remark 5.1.

Besides MLN, there are other probabilistic logic reasoning frame-

works such as the knowledge-based model construction [51], sto-

chastic logic programming [29], probabilistic relational models [12],

etc. We focus on MLN in this work and do not include the above

reasoning frameworks in the following content.

Embedding-based method. Embedding-based methods have revo-

lutionized certain fields of natural language processing and have

achieved state-of-the-art performance for some knowledge graph

applications [6, 7, 30, 46, 50]. There are some recent interests in

combining knowledge graph embedding and graph neural networks

with first-order logic rules to speedup the inference and reduce

the storage of MLN [37, 56]. These recent works can be viewed

as extensions and approximations of the classic MLN and are tan-

gential to the purpose of this work. Although embedding-based

methods such as GNNs have achieved promising performance in

many real-world applications. Purely logic-based methods such as

MLN still have their unique advantages. For example, logic-based

methods can better leverages the knowledge from human experts

and are more sample efficient when high-quality rules are provided.

3 PROBLEM SETUP
3.1 Preliminaries
We introduce some basic concepts about knowledge bases and

Markov logic networks in this section.

Knowledge base. A knowledge baseK consists of a set of entities
E and a set of relations (aka. predicates) R. Given any pair of entities
(𝑒1, 𝑒2) ∈ E × E, and a relation 𝑟 ∈ R, the relation maps the pair

of entities to either 1 or 0, i.e., r : E × E → {0, 1} ∀r ∈ R, with
the meaning that the head entity 𝑒1 has the relation 𝑟 with the tail

entity 𝑒2 or not. For example, father(𝐵𝑜𝑏,𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑎) = 1 indicates that

Bob is Anna’s father.

In the knowledge base completion problem, people observe a

set of triplets (aka. facts) O = {(ℎ𝑖 , r𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 )}𝑛𝑖=1 along with their true

assignments O = {r(ℎ, 𝑡) | (ℎ, r, 𝑡) ∈ O} (aka. evidences). Denote
the unobserved facts asH = E × R × E\O. The knowledge graph
completion task aims to infer the assignments of all unobserved

facts H = {r(ℎ, 𝑡) | (ℎ, r, 𝑡) ∈ H}.
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First-order logic rule. A first-order logic rule 𝐹 associated with a

knowledge baseK is a logic expression based on the relations inK .

Such a logic expression is a disjunction of literals and each literal

can be negated. And in this paper, we only consider the literal of

the form r(ℎ, 𝑡). Specifically, the logic rules considered in this paper

are all of the form(
∨𝑖∈I−

𝐹
!r𝑖 (𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖 )

)
∨

(
∨𝑖∈I+

𝐹
r𝑖 (𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖 )

)
, (1)

where I−
𝐹

and I+
𝐹

are two index sets containing the indices of

literals that are negated or not, respectively.

Logic rules in the form (1) are quite expressive. They can be

equivalently taken as implications from conditions to consequences:

∧𝑖∈I−
𝐹
r𝑖 (𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖 ) =⇒ ∨𝑖∈I+

𝐹
r𝑖 (𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖 ). (2)

For example, the first order logic rule !husband(𝑋,𝑌 ) ∨wife(𝑌,𝑋 )
is equivalent to husband(𝑋,𝑌 ) =⇒ wife(𝑌,𝑋 ), meaning that if 𝑋

is𝑌 ’s husband, then𝑌 is𝑋 ’s wife; !father(𝑋,𝑌 )∨!brother(𝑌, 𝑍 )∨
father(𝑋,𝑍 ) is equivalent to father(𝑋,𝑌 ) ∧ brother(𝑌, 𝑍 ) =⇒
father(𝑋,𝑍 ), meaning that if𝑋 is𝑌 ’s father and𝑌 is𝑍 ’s is brother,

then 𝑋 is 𝑍 ’s father. In addition, using the equivalence between

the logic expression (1) and the implication (2), it is easy to see

that some commonly used types of logic rules can be written in

the form (1): Composition rules. r𝑘 is the composition of r𝑖 and
r𝑗 if r𝑖 (𝑋,𝑌 ) ∧ r𝑗 (𝑌, 𝑍 ) =⇒ r𝑘 (𝑋,𝑍 ) ∀𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍 ∈ E; Inverse rules.
r−1 is the inverse of r if r(𝑋,𝑌 ) =⇒ r−1 (𝑌,𝑋 ) ∀𝑋,𝑌 ∈ E; Sym-
metric rules. r is symmetric if r(𝑋,𝑌 ) ⇐⇒ r(𝑌,𝑋 ) ∀𝑋,𝑌 ∈ E;
Subrelation rules r′ is a subrelation of r if r(𝑋,𝑌 ) =⇒ r′(𝑋,𝑌 )
∀𝑋,𝑌 ∈ E.

Markov logic network. A full assignment (aka. grounding or in-

stantiation) to all facts {r(ℎ, 𝑡) | ∀r ∈ R, ℎ, 𝑡 ∈ E} is called a possible
world; the assignment to both the observed facts and the unobserved

facts O ∪ H determines a possible world. Given𝑚 first-order logic

rules F = {𝐹𝑖 }𝑚𝑖=1, the Markov logic network encodes the possible

world O ∪ H as a random variable and defines its distribution as

Pr[O,H] ∝ exp

(
𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑖 (O,H)
)
∝ exp

(
−

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 (O,H)
)
, (3)

where 𝑤𝑖 ∈ R is the weight associated with the 𝑖-th logic rule,

𝑙𝑖 (O,H) and 𝑛𝑖 (O,H) are the number of times that the 𝑖-th logic

rule is satisfied and violated under the world O ∪ H respectively.

We refer interested readers to Domingos and Lowd [8] for more

details about the definition of MLNs.

3.2 Assumptions and Notations
We state the key assumptions we made in this work.

Assumption 3.1 (Structured logic rules). Given a rule 𝐹 ∈ F of
the form (1), we assume that ∪𝑖∈I−

𝐹
{𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖 } ⊇ ∪𝑖∈I+

𝐹
{𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖 }.

The above assumption narrows the scope of logic rules consid-

ered by this work. However, we note that Assumption 3.1 is very

natural and all rules in the form of

∧𝑘𝑖=1r𝑖 (𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖 ) =⇒ r𝑘+1 (𝐴𝑘 , 𝐵𝑘 )
satisfy Assumption 3.1. In fact, most commonly used logic rules such

as the symmetric rules, inverse rules, subrelation rules and compo-

sition rules are covered by Assumption 3.1. For example, the rules

BornIn(𝐴, 𝐵) =⇒ LiveIn(𝐴, 𝐵) and BornIn(𝐴, 𝐵) ∧ CityOf(𝐵,𝐶)
=⇒ Nationality(𝐴,𝐶) all satisfy Assumption 3.1.

Based on Assumption 3.1, we define the effective length of a logic

rule, which is a key quantity in our analysis.

Definition 1. Given a logic rule 𝐹 that satisfies Assumption 3.1,

we define the effective length of 𝐹 as its number of negated literals.

That is the cardinality of I−
𝐹
, i.e., |I−

𝐹
|.

For example, the effective length of the rule !r1 (𝐴, 𝐵) ∨ r2 (𝐵,𝐴)
is 1 and the effective length of the rule !r1 (𝐴, 𝐵) ∨ !r2 (𝐵,𝐶) ∨
r3 (𝐴,𝐶) is 2.

Assumption 3.2. We assume that𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0 for all 𝑖 ∈ [𝑚], where𝑤𝑖

is the weight of the 𝑖-th rule.

The requirement of positive weights stems from theWalkSAT al-

gorithm, and existingMLN engines usually handle negative weights

by flipping the corresponding rules and assigning positive weights

to them. However, in our case, the flipped rules may no longer

satisfy Assumption 3.1, and this can further break the sparsity

of violated clauses (Theorem 5.1). Consequently, we constrain the

weights of all rules to be non-negative. We note that Assumption 3.2

does not hinder the practical use of MLN4KB as widely used rule

mining systems such as Neural LP [54] and amie [13] all produce
logic rules with only positive weights. Next we introduce the open-

world assumption, which is standard in the literature of MLN [8].

Assumption 3.3 (Open-world assumption). The assignments to all
unobserved facts are undecided boolean variables.

The open-world assumption requires us to make predictions for

all unobserved facts H during inference. Contrary to the open-

world assumption, close-world assumption assumes that some re-

lations are closed, namely the unobserved facts associated with

these relations are treated as false, i.e., r(ℎ, 𝑡) = 0 ∀(ℎ, r, 𝑡) ∈ H .

Closed relations already made assignments for all associated un-

observed facts and thus do not need further prediction for them.

The close-world assumption can significantly reduce the number of

undecided variables but with an obvious cost of losing expressive-

ness. Most existing MLN inference software such as Alchemy, Tuffy,
DeepDive, and PSL are essentially designed under the close-world

assumption and are often slow under the open-world assumption

due to a large number of undecided variables. Different from the

classic MLN software,MLN4KB is designed to handle the more chal-

lenging open-world assumption; inference under the close-world

assumption is also included as a trivial extension.

For the ease of reference, we summarize the notations in Table 1.

4 THE MAP INFERENCE OF MLN
Given the assignment of observed factsO, themaximum a posteriori

(MAP) inference for the unobserved facts is to solve the following

optimization problem:

H = argmax

H∈{0,1} |H|

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑖 (O,H) = argmin

H∈{0,1} |H|

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 (O,H). (4)

TheMAP inference (4) is essentially a binary programming problem.

Specifically, it is well-established that (4) can be formulated as a

weighted maximum satisfiability (weighted MAX-SAT) problem

[8], which is a classic NP-hard problem. As a result, classic MLN
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Notation Description

𝑚 Number of rules

E The set of entities

R The set of relations

{𝐹𝑖 ,𝑤𝑖 }𝑚𝑖=1 The set of logic rules and their weights

O,O Observed facts and their assignments

H ,H Unobserved facts and their assignments

𝑛𝑖 (O,H) The number of times that the 𝑖-th rule is violated

given the assignment O ∪ H
𝐾r (O,H) The number of positive facts associated with

relation r under the assignment O ∪ H
𝐴, 𝐵, . . . Variables in rules

𝑎, 𝑏, . . . Grounding of variables (entities)

Table 1: Notations

inference software such as Alchemy and Tuffy are both built on

local-search-basedMAX-SAT solver such as theWalkSAT algorithm

[17]. The MAP inference of MLN poses the following challenges:

(a) Problem (4) has |H | binary variables, which can be in the order

of Θ( |E |2 |R |) under the open-world assumption. Consequently,

even storing such a large number of variables is prohibitive for

large-scale knowledge bases.

(b) Formulating (4) as a MAX-SAT problem requires grounding (or

instantiating) first-order logic rules into clauses. It is known that

the grounding of rules is #P-complete in the length of the logic rules

[8, Proposition 4.1]. Therefore the number of grounded clauses is

usually much larger than the number of binary variables. Indeed,

the grounding phase is usually both the computational and storage

bottleneck of existing MLN inference software and prevents them

from scaling up to large-scale knowledge bases.

(c) Solving the weighted MAX-SAT problem is in general NP-

hard, thus it is not realistic to target for an exact solution of (4) on

current computing devices. Fortunately, existing local-search-based

algorithms, such as the MaxWalkSAT algorithm, are able to give

us an approximate solution of a medium-size MAX-SAT in a short

period of time. We consider (a) and (b) as the main computational

bottlenecks of existing MLN engines.

Motivated by the above challenges of MLN inference, we propose

MLN4KB, an efficient MLN inference engine that can circumvent

forming most variables and grounded clauses by exploiting the

structure of logic rules and the sparsity of knowledge bases.

5 MLN4KB
In this section, we describe the main ideas behind the design of

MLN4KB. Before proceeding to the details of MLN4KB, we first
review the classic WalkSAT algorithm, which is a simple and ef-

fective stochastic search method to solve the MAX-SAT problem.

The detailed WalkSAT algorithm under the scenario of MLN in-

ference is shown in Algorithm 1. The major issue of Algorithm 1

is that the number of grounded clauses, i.e., |C| can be enormous

for large-scale knowledge bases. Classic MLN inference engines

such as Alchemy, Tuffy and PSL usually get stuck at the construc-

tion of C and cannot even reach theWalkSAT algorithm (or other

optimization subroutines).

Algorithm 1 TheWalkSAT algorithm for MLN inference

1: Input: A set of grounded clauses C, a set of unobserved facts

H , the max iteration number maxIter and a threshold 𝜏 .

2: Initialize an assignment H(0) for unobserved facts;

3: Set bestCost = +∞, H∗ = H(0) ;
4: for 𝑡 ← 0, 1, . . . , maxIter do
5: Uniformly random sample a clause that is violated 𝑐 ∈ C;
6: Skip this iteration if all facts associated with 𝑐 are observed;

7: Uniformly random generate a scalar 𝜎 ∈ [0, 1];
8: if 𝜎 ≥ 𝜏 then
9: Randomly flip the assignment of an unobserved fact that

appears in 𝑐;

10: else
11: Greedily flip the assignment of an unobserved fact in 𝑐

such that can mostly decrease the cost;

12: end if
13: Update H(𝑡 ) → H(𝑡+1) and compute the cost curCost;
14: if curCost < bestCost then
15: bestCost = curCost, H∗ = H(𝑡+1) ;
16: end if
17: end for
18: Output: the best assignment found H∗.

The key insight of MLN4KB is that the construction and storage

of all grounded clauses are not really necessary for the implemen-

tation of WalkSAT. WalkSAT only requires

• a subroutine to randomly generate a violated clause;

• a subroutine to select a fact in the chosen violated clause;

• a subroutine to efficiently compute the cost.

Instead of storing all grounded clauses (or some grounded clauses

via lazy grounding), we can only maintain the clauses that are vio-

lated in memory and keep updating the violated clauses during the

random flipping procedure. By exploiting the sparsity of knowledge

bases and the structure of first-order logic rules, we can show that

the number of violated clauses is far less than the total number of

grounded clauses. The following theorem makes this precise.

Theorem 5.1 (Sparse violation). Suppose that Assumption 3.1
and Assumption 3.3 hold. Follow the notations in Table 1 and denote
the effective length of the 𝑖-th rule as 𝐿𝑖 . Given an assignment of all
facts O ∪ H, it holds that

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖 (O,H) ≤
𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

(
max

r∈𝐹𝑖
𝐾r (O,H)

)𝐿𝑖
.

Note that the total number of clauses generated with {𝐹𝑖 }𝑚𝑖=1 can
be in the order of Θ(𝑚( |E |2𝐿𝑖 ). Therefore Theorem 5.1 suggests

that the total number of violated clauses is far less than the total

number of clauses if most relations observe sparse positive facts

with the assignment O ∪ H, i.e.,
max

𝑟 ∈R
𝐾r (O,H) ≪ |E|2 . (5)

Consider setting all unobserved facts to false as our initialization,

i.e., H(0) = {r(ℎ, 𝑡) = 0 | (ℎ, r, 𝑡) ∈ H}, then the condition (5)

holds for most real-world datasets as the number of observed facts

is usually far less than the total number of facts |R | |E |2. Moreover,

if theWalkSAT algorithm can produce an almost decreasing cost,
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Algorithm 2 The MAP inference of MLN4KB

1: Input: A set of rules F = {𝐹𝑖 }𝑚𝑖=1, a set of observed assign-

ment O, a set of unobserved factsH , the max iteration number

maxIter, a threshold 𝜏 and a sparsity parameter 𝐾 > 0.

2: Initialize the assignment for the unobserved facts H(0) =

{r(ℎ, 𝑡) = 0 | (ℎ, r, 𝑡) ∈ H};
3: Construct all clauses that are violated violatedClauses;
4: Set bestCost = +∞, H∗ = H(0) ;
5: for 𝑡 ← 0, 1, . . . , maxIter do
6: Randomly sample a clause 𝑐 from violatedClauses;
7: Skip this iteration if all facts associated with 𝑐 are observed;

8: Uniformly random generate a scalar 𝜎 ∈ [0, 1];
9: if 𝜎 ≥ 𝜏 then
10: Randomly flip the assignment of an unobserved fact

(ℎ, r, 𝑡) that appears in 𝑐;
11: else
12: Greedily flip the assignment of an unobserved fact (ℎ, r, 𝑡)

in 𝑐 such that can mostly decrease the cost;

13: end if
14: (optional) Flip back the fact (ℎ, r, 𝑡) and skip this iteration if

the constraint 𝐾r (O,H) ≤ 𝐾 is violated;

15: Loop over clauses in violatedClauses that are related to

(ℎ, r, 𝑡), remove the clause if it is satisfied;

16: Construct violated clauses that involves (ℎ, r, 𝑡) and insert

them into violatedClauses;
17: Update H(𝑡 ) → H(𝑡+1) and compute the cost curCost;
18: if curCost < bestCost then
19: bestCost = curCost, H∗ = H(𝑡+1) ;
20: end if
21: end for
22: Output: the best assignment found H∗.

which is usually the case in practice, then we can further bound

the number of violated clauses among all iterations of Algorithm 2.

Formally, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 5.2. Follow the notations in Table 1 and denote the effec-
tive length of the 𝑖-th rule as 𝐿𝑖 . Let {H(𝑡 ) }𝑇𝑡=0 be the iterates generated
from Algorithm 2, where 𝑇 is the total number of iterations. Denote
𝑓 (O,H(𝑡 ) ) = ∑𝑚

𝑖=1𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 (O,H(𝑡 ) ) as the cost at the 𝑡-th iteration. If
𝑓 (O,H(𝑡 ) ) ≤ 𝐶𝑓 (O,H(0) ) ∀𝑡 ∈ [𝑇 ] for some 𝐶 > 0, then

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖 (O,H(𝑡 ) ) ≤ 𝐶𝑤−1
min

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

(
max

r∈R

∑︁
(ℎ,r,𝑡 ) ∈O

r(ℎ, 𝑡)
)𝐿𝑖

for any 𝑡 ∈ [𝑇 ], where𝑤min = min𝑖∈[𝑚] 𝑤𝑖 .

In Section 7, we empirically verify that Algorithm 2 can yield

bounded cost and thus maintain a reasonable amount of violated

clauses during the inference phase. Another possible strategy to

control the memory usage of Algorithm 2 is to directly impose

additional cardinality constraints on the number of positive facts,

for example 𝐾r (O,H) ≤ 𝐾 for some 𝐾 > 0, then the inequality

stated in Theorem 5.1 reduces to

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖 (O,H) ≤
𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐾𝐿𝑖 .

It is easy to modify Algorithm 2 to incoporate the above constraint.

Motivated by Theorem 5.1, MLN4KB does not ground out all

clauses but stores only the clauses that are violated under the cur-

rent assignment in memory, we name the variable that stores vi-

olated clauses as violatedClauses. In order to support efficient

sampling, insertion, deletion, and look-up operations for violated

clauses,MLN4KB uses a combination of vector and dictionary as

the data structure for violatedClauses. In every iteration of the

WalkSAT algorithm,MLN4KB performs the following steps:

(1) MLN4KB first uniform randomly selects a clause that is violated

under the current assignment, i.e., uniform randomly sample

an element from violatedClauses;
(2) then MLN4KB either randomly or greedily selects a fact and

flip its assignment (either 0→ 1 or 1→ 0);

(3) after flipping the assignment of the selected fact, some clauses

in violatedClauses become satisfied and some previously sat-

isfied clauses become violated now,MLN4KB removes satisfied

clauses and inserts new violated clauses to violatedClauses
by checking all clauses that are related to the flipped fact;

(4) MLN4KB computes the cost of the new assignment and updates

the solution if the new cost is better than the best record.

The detailed algorithm of the inference subroutine of MLN4KB is

given in Algorithm 2. The time complexities of steps (1), (2) are

obviously O(1); step (3) can be realized by back-tracking depth-

first-search; the cost of step (4) is decided by the number of removal

and insertion from step (3). Formally, the time and space complexity

of Algorithm 2 is characterized by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3 (Space and time complexities). Assume that the
constraint 𝐾r (O,H) ≤ 𝐾 for some 𝐾 > 0 is imposed ∀ r ∈ R. Then
the worst-case space complexity and per iteration time complexity of
Algorithm 2 is O(𝐾 |R | +∑𝑚

𝑖=1 𝐾
𝐿𝑖 ) and O(∑𝑚

𝑖=1 𝐾
𝐿𝑖 ) respectively.

According to Theorem 5.3, when 𝐾 and maxIter are small, the

time and space complexities of the MAP inference of MLN4KB can

be far less than the grounding phase in classic MLN engines. The

efficiency of MLN4KB on large-scale knowledge bases is demon-

strated in Section 7.

Remark 5.1 (Difference to lazy inference). MLN4KB stores only

violated clauses in memory and circumvents the efficiency issue of

the grounding phase required by existing MLN engines. This design

is different from the lazy inference or lazy grounding technique

[8, 36, 43] used in existing MLN engines such as Alchemy, Tuffy and
DeepDive. Lazy inference also exploits the sparseness of positive

facts; it stores clauses that can be violated by flipping some active
fact (active facts are facts that have been flipped during execution).

Lazy inference can also reduce the number of stored clauses, but its

storage is still far more than the number of violated clauses. This

difference is also demonstrated in Section 7 as MLN4KB is more

time and space efficient than existing MLN engines equipped with

lazy inference.

5.1 Weight learning
To support the complete functionality of an MLN solver, we also

include a weight learning module to MLN4KB. Various learning
algorithms of MLN have been proposed in the literature. For ex-

ample, the generative learning [8, 15], discriminative learning [16],
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learning based on pseudo-likelihood [38], gradient boosting [18]

and random walk [21], etc. Among these approaches, we find that

discriminative learning and optimizing the pseudo-likelihood best

fit the design of MLN4KB. Specifically, the discriminative learning

approach repeatedly calls the MAP inference subroutine to perform

stochastic gradient step [16], and the learning based on pseudo-

likelihood approach aims at maximizing the pseudo-log-likelihood

max

𝑤

∑︁
(ℎ,r,𝑡 ) ∈O∪H

log Pr

[
r(ℎ, 𝑡) = 1{(ℎ,r,𝑡 ) ∈O}

���𝑀𝐵(ℎ, r, 𝑡)],
where 1{· } is the indicator function, i.e., 1𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = 1 and 1𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 = 0,

and𝑀𝐵(ℎ, r, 𝑡) denotes the Markov blanket of the fact (ℎ, r, 𝑡), and
the probability distribution is defined in eq. (3).

For large-scale knowledge bases, optimizing the pseudo-likelihood

is usually more efficient than the discriminative learning approach

because the latter usually requires invoking the MAP inference

at least hundreds of times, which can be prohibitively expensive

in practice. Therefore we adopt the pseudo-likelihood maximiza-

tion as the default learning algorithm of MLN4KB. Classic MLN

learning algorithm optimizes the pseudo-likelihood function via the

scaled stochastic gradient descent or the L-BFGS optimizer [8, §4.1].

Thanks to the recent progress in stochastic optimization made by pi-

oneering researchers in the past decade, we include more advanced

optimizers, including the Adagrad [11] and Adam [20] optimizer

intoMLN4KB. In addition to the classic weight learning, we also

include a positive and unlabeled (PU) weight learning subroutine

given that many real-world KB datasets are positive and unlabeled.

The material presented in this subsection is mostly based on exist-

ing algorithms, and we do not claim much technical novelty for the

learning module of MLN4KB.

6 IMPLEMENTATION
We implement MLN4KB as a Julia package called MLN4KB.jl. Julia
[2] is an emerging programming language for high-performance

numerical computation and has almost all the functionalities needed

for a high-performance MLN engine. Moreover, a Julia project is

easy to develop and its code is reader-friendly; this allows potential

interested researchers and practitioners to understand and conduct

future research based onMLN4KB.jl conveniently.

7 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct experiments to evaluate the efficiency and effective-

ness of MLN4KB.jl. We use the following datasets and adopt the

train/test splitting from TransE [6] and Neural LP [54].

• Kinship: Kinship is a synthetic dataset that contains kinship re-
lationships such as father,mother,husband,wife, etc. To com-

pare the scalability of different algorithms, we generate a series

of Kinship datasets with different number of entities ranges

in {102, 5 × 102, 103, 5 × 103, 104, 105}. Following the standard
evaluation setup in the literature [54], we use the observed

kinship relations to predict entities’ gender.

• UMLS: Unified medical language system (UMLS) [4] is a bench-

mark dataset for statistical relation learning in the field of

biomedicine. It contains 6,529 facts (5,896 training and 633

testing facts), 135 entities and 46 relations.

• WN-18: WN-18 is generated from the WordNet [19] and has

been widely used as a benchmark dataset for knowledge graph

completion.WN-18 has 151,442 facts (14,6442 training and 5,000

testing facts), 40,943 entities and 18 relations.

• YAGO3-10: YAGO3-10 is a subset of the YAGO knowledge base

[45] and is a standard benchmark dataset for knowledge graph

completion. YAGO3-10 contains 1,084,040 facts (1,079,040 train-

ing and 5,000 testing facts), 123,143 entities and 37 relations.

We include Tuffy1, DeepDive2 and PSL3 as the baseline methods

into comparison. Note that these software are well-engineeredMLN

inference and learning engines, therefore it is fair to compare with

their runtime. For the Kinship datasets, we use the standard kinship

rules as the logic rules and set the weights of all rules to be 1.0. For

UMLS, WN-18 and YAGO3-10, we use the amie [13] rule mining

system to extract logic rules and use the weight learning module of

MLN4KB.jl to learn the weights of the extracted logic rules. We set

the threshold parameter 𝜏 in Algorithm 2 to be 0.1 as the default

value if not otherwise specified. All experiments are conducted on

a machine with 32 Intel CPUs and 64GB memory.

Outline of experiments: We compare the inference time of MLN4KB.jl
against existing competitive MLN solvers in Section 7.1 and demon-

strate the importance of the open-world assumption in Section 7.2.

In Section 7.3, we evalute MLN4KB.jl and other baseline MLN

solvers on real-world knowledge base datasets. We evaluate the

memory usage and hyper-parameter sensitivity of MLN4KB.jl in
Section 7.4 and Section 7.5.

7.1 Comparing inference time on Kinship
We compare the inference time of different MLN engines by using

the Kinship datasets with a different number of entities ranging

from 10
2
to 10

5
. The experimental results in both open-world and

close-world settings are shown in Table 2. Note that the kinship

datasets used in this experiment do not contain any noise, thus all

methods can achieve nearly 100% testing accuracy, thus we omit

the prediction accuracy in Table 2. From Table 2, we observe that

• in the open-world setting, i.e., the MLN engine is required to

infer the status of the missing facts for all relations simultane-

ously, MLN4KB.jl is orders of magnitudes faster (at least 10
3

times faster) than all other baseline MLN engines for all Kinship

datasets. When the number of entities is greater than 10, 000,

all baseline methods either run out of time (more than 8 hours)

or run out of space, whileMLN4KB.jl can solve all cases within

one minute.

• in the less challenging close-world setting, i.e., the MLN engine

only needs to infer the gender information of each entity, both

Tuffy, DeepDive andMLN4KB.jl are able to handle the Kinship

dataset with 10
5
entities. Both Tuffy and MLN4KB.jl can solve

all cases within 20 seconds.MLN4KB.jl is still the fastest among

all MLN engines for all cases.

The experimental results in this section strongly support the effi-

ciency of MLN4KB.jl, especially for large-scale knowledge bases in

the challenging open-world setting.

1
http://i.stanford.edu/hazy/tuffy/

2
http://deepdive.stanford.edu/

3
https://psl.linqs.org/

http://i.stanford.edu/hazy/tuffy/
http://deepdive.stanford.edu/
https://psl.linqs.org/
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Number of entities

Settings Algorithms 100 500 1,000 5,000 10,000 100,000

open-world

Tuffy 2s 30s ∼1min ∼4.5hr NA NA

DeepDive ∼4min ∼4hr NA NA NA NA

PSL 20s ∼14min NA NA NA NA

MLN4KB.jl 0.001s 0.005s 0.007s 0.9s 2.1s 33.5s

close-world

Tuffy 0.9s 1.0s 1.1s 1.9s 2.6s 18.3s

DeepDive 1min 1min 1min 1min 1min 1min10s

PSL 20s ∼14min NA NA NA NA

MLN4KB.jl 0.001s 0.009s 0.01s 0.04s 0.18s 8.9s
Table 2: Comparison of inference time with the Kinship dataset under the open-world and close-world settings. NA means that
the method either run out of memory (or disk) or cannot finish inference within 8 hours. For each setting, we highlight the
shortest inference time.

Missing percentage

Settings 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

open-world 100 99.5 98.08 96.48 92.18 86.36
close-world 100 98.8 95.68 91.42 83.94 75.16

Table 3: The prediction accuracy of MLN4KB.jl for Kinship
dataset (5000 entities) with different levels of noise.

7.2 Open-world assumption matters
In this part, we design an experiment to illustrate the importance

of the open-world assumption. Again, we use the Kinship datasets

for evaluation. Instead of using the Kinship datasets with com-

plete relation information, we uniform randomly drop some ob-

served facts with a certain probability. We try the dropping rates

in {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. The prediction accuracy of MLN4KB.jl
for Kinship (5,000 entities) with various dropping rates under the

open-world and close-world settings is given in Table 3. As shown

in Table 3, we can observe thatMLN4KB.jl in the open-world set-

ting consistently outperforms the its predictions in the close-world

setting. The performance gap between open-world and close-world

settings becomes more obvious as the dropping rate goes up. The

observations in this section should not be surprising. MLN with the

close-world assumption cannot fill in the missing facts for closed

relations, and the missing facts of closed relations will further affect

the predictions for the open relations. Our experiment demonstrates

the superiority of the open-world setting, and therefore further sup-

ports the significance of MLN4KB.jl asMLN4KB.jl is able to handle
large knowledge bases in the open-world setting.

7.3 Evaluation on real-world KB datasets
We evaluate different MLN engines on the link prediction task with

real-world knowledge bases. Given a fact (or query) (ℎ, r, 𝑡) from
the testing set, the evaluation of the link prediction task is based on

the rank of 𝑡 among all candidate tail entities associated with the

head ℎ and relation r. Note that the MAP inference of MLN assigns

either 0 or 1 to each fact, and it tends to produce a large number of

ties among the facts assigned with the same value. In order to break

the ties and calculate a meaningful rank of the given tail entity

𝑡 , we sort the tail entities with the same score by their marginal

contribution to the total cost, i.e., how much the cost decreases by

flipping the fact from 0 to 1.

Datasets

Algorithms Metrics UMLS WN-18 YAGO3-10

Tuffy – NA NA NA

DeepDive – NA NA NA

PSL – NA NA NA

MLN4KB.jl

MRR 48.32 69.40 41.19

Hit@5 82.31 95.18 60.38

Hit@10 91.15 96.62 62.54

Inference time ∼5min ∼30min ∼10hr
Table 4: The testing accuracy of different methods on real-
world knowledge base datasets.

Evaluation metrics. For the link prediction task, we follow the

literature and adopt the filtered evaluation setting [6], that is all

facts appeared in the training and testing (except the one of being

tested) are removed when evaluating the rank of a given testing

fact. We use Hit@𝑘 and the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as our

evaluation metrics, where Hit@𝑘 measures the portion of test facts

that are ranked in top 𝑘 against other candidate facts and MRR is

the averaged inverse of the rank of testing facts. We try 𝑘 ∈ {5, 10}
in our experiments.

Logic rules. For each knowledge bases, we first use the rule min-

ing system amie [13] to generate a set of candidate first-order logic
rule. Then we call the learning module of MLN4KB.jl to calculate

the weights of the extracted rules; rules weighted with 0 after learn-

ing are discarded during inference. After rule extraction, learning

and pruning, we obtain 1,038 rules for UMLS, 98 rules for WN-18

and 206 rules for YAGO3-10.

Results. The testing accuracy of MLN4KB.jl on UMLS, WN-18,

YAGO3-10 and their corresponding inference time are shown in

Table 4. From Table 4, we observe that Tuffy, DeepDive and PSL can
not solve either problem in the open-world settingwhileMLN4KB.jl
can finish the inference within a reasonable amount of time. For

WN-18 and YAGO4-10, the Hit@10 obtained by MLN4KB.jl are
comparable to the state-of-the-art results achieved by the heavily-

tuned embedding-based methods [7, 49]. To our knowledge, this is

the first time that pureMLNmethod can scale toWN-18 and YAGO3-

10 in the open-world setting without any approximation tricks.

We note that we simply adopt the default settings of MLN4KB.jl
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Figure 2: The evolution of the cost (objective value) along with the number of violated clauses during inference. The black
curve represents the evolution of the number of violated clauses and the red curve standards for the evolution of the cost. The
two curves of Kinship coincide because we set the weights of all rules to be 1 for the Kinship datasets.

Figure 3: The evolution of the cost (objective value) with different threshold parameters.

Kinship (10
5
) UMLS WN-18 YAGO3-10

167MB 318MB 196MB 1.08GB

Table 5: The RAM usage of MLN4KB.jl.

(setting the threshold 𝜏 to 1 and the number of negative sample to

1 during the weight learning) for the experiments in this section,

and more careful rule mining and hyper-parameter tunning may

further improve the testing accuracy.

We also attempted to applyMLN4KB.jl to the widely used FB15k
datasets [5]. Unfortunately, FB15k contains more than 1,000 rela-

tions and amie extracted more than 4 × 104 rules,MLN4KB.jl can
not finish learning and inference within a day. We left further accel-

eratingMLN4KB.jl via parallelization and warm-up initialization

as our future work.

7.4 The memory usage of MLN4KB.jl
We examine the memory usage of MLN4KB.jl without any hard

cardinality constraints on the sparsity of positive facts. The main

memory usage of MLN4KB.jl is spent on storing the knowledge

base and the set of violated clauses. For the storage of knowledge

base, the memory usage is mainly controlled by the number of

observed facts, which is usually affordable when the observation

in knowledge base is sparse. For the set of violated clauses, we plot

the evolutions of the total cost and the number of violated clauses

during inference on different real-world knowledge bases in Fig-

ure 2. From Figure 2, we observe that both the cost and the number

of violated clauses tend to keep decreasing during the inference,

which is consistent with our theoretical analysis in Section 5. The

detailed peak memory usages of MLN4KB.jl on different knowledge
bases are shown in Table 5; the memory usage of MLN4KB.jl does
not exceed 1.1GB for all testing knowledge bases. We conclude that

MLN4KB.jl is memory-efficient on real-world knowledge bases.

7.5 Sensitivity to the threshold parameter
We test the effects of the threshold parameter 𝜏 in Algorithm 2. The

evolutions of the total cost with different thresholds on various

knowledge bases are shown in Figure 3. We observe that the thresh-

old parameter has a significant impact on the convergence of the

cost, and different knowledge bases favour different thresholds. For

example, setting 𝜏 = 0 (which is equivalent to greedy search) yields

the best convergence for the UMLS dataset, while setting 𝜏 = 0.1

fits best to the YAGO3-10 dataset.

To balance the trade-off between exploration and exploitation

in the local search algorithm, we set the default threshold 𝜏 to be

0.1 forMLN4KB.jl. In practice, we encourage practitioners to try

different thresholds and select the best for their applications.

7.6 Conclusion and future work
In this work, we develop an efficientMLN engine by designing smart

algorithm to leverage the structure of a certain class of logic rules

and the sparsity of knowledge bases. We implement the proposed

MLN engine as a Julia package called MLN4KB.jl. Experiments on

both synthetic and real-world knowledge bases strongly support

the effectiveness of MLN4KB.jl.
Future directions remain. Firstly, the current implementation

of MLN4KB.jl still does not scale to knowledge bases with a large

number of relations and rules. Further acceleration techniques

such as parallelization, efficient greedy search, and more careful

memory management are needed forMLN4KB.jl. We left adding

these acceleration techniques to MLN4KB.jl as our future work.

Secondly, MLN4KB.jl has some limitations. In particular, it does

not support negative weights and marginal inference. It is worth

to explore if it is possible to realize these functionalities under the

framework of MLN4KB.jl. Lastly, it would be interesting to explore
whether MLN4KB.jl can break the state-of-the-art testing accuracy

on benchmark knowledge bases by a more careful mining of rules.
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APPENDIX
A MISSING PROOFS

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Consider the 𝑖-th rule 𝐹𝑖 . Without loss

of generality, we assume that 𝐹𝑖 is of the form eq. (1). For a ground-

ing of 𝐹𝑖 , it is false (violated) iff all negated literals are true and all

un-negated literals are false. Therefore,

𝑛𝑖 (O,H) =
∑︁

all possible entities

∏
𝑖∈I−

𝐹𝑖

r𝑖 (ℎ𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 )
∏
𝑖∈I+

𝐹𝑖

(1 − r𝑖 (ℎ𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 ))

≤
∑︁

all possible entities

∏
𝑖∈I−

𝐹𝑖

r𝑖 (ℎ𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 )

(∗)
≤

∏
𝑖∈I−

𝐹𝑖

𝐾r𝑖 (O,H) ≤
(
max

r∈𝐹𝑖
𝐾r (O,H)

) |I−
𝐹𝑖
|
,

where (∗) uses Assumption 3.1. Summing 𝑖 over {1, 2, . . . ,𝑚} yields
the desired result. □

Proof of Theorem 5.3. First, we calculate the space complexity

of MLN4KB. The space complexity of MLN4KB is dominated by the

storage of the knowledge base and the size of the violated clauses.

With the constraint 𝐾r (O,H) ≤ 𝐾 ∀r ∈ R,
• the total number of positive facts is in the order of O(𝐾 |R |);
• the total number of violated clauses is O(∑𝑚

𝑖=1 𝐾
𝐿𝑖 ) by The-

orem 5.1.

To sum up, the space complexity of MLN4KB with the cardinality

constraints is O(𝐾 |R | +∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝐾

𝐿𝑖 ).

Next, we calculate the per iteration time complexity of MLN4KB.
The time complexityMLN4KB is controlled by the number of vi-

olated clauses that become satisfied and the number of satisfied

clauses that become violated in that iteration. The size of these

clauses is bounded by O(∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝐾

𝐿𝑖 ). Therefore, the time complexity

of flipping a fact in a violated clauses and updating corresponding

data structures is O(∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝐾

𝐿𝑖 ).
□

Proof of Corollary 5.2. For any 𝑡 ∈ [𝑇 ],
𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖 (O,H(𝑡 ) ) ≤ 𝑤−1
min

(
𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 (O,H(𝑡 ) )
)

= 𝑤−1
min

𝑓 (O,H(𝑡 ) )
(i)
≤ 𝑤−1

min
𝐶𝑓 (O,H(0) )

(ii)
≤ 𝐶𝑤−1

min

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖

(
max

r∈R
𝐾r (O,H(0) )

)𝐿𝑖
(iii)
≤ 𝐶𝑤−1

min

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖

(
max

r∈R

∑︁
(ℎ,r,𝑡 ) ∈O

r(ℎ, 𝑡)
)𝐿𝑖
,

where (i) is by the assumption 𝑓 (O,H(𝑡 ) ) ≤ 𝐶𝑓 (O,H(0) ), (ii) is a
direct consequence of Theorem 5.1, (iii) is by the definition of 𝐾r

and H(0) . □
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